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Abstract— We study the problem of embedding a guest graph into an
optimally-sized grid with minimum edge-congestion. Based on a well-
known notion of graph separator, we prove that any guest graph can
be embedded with a smaller edge-congestion as the guest graph has a
smaller separator, and as the host grid has a higher dimension. Our
results imply the following: An N -node planar graph with maximum
node degree Δ can be embedded into an N -node d-dimensional grid
with an edge-congestion of O(Δ2 logN) if d = 2, O(Δ2 log logN) if
d = 3, and O(Δ2) otherwise. An N -node graph with maximum node
degree Δ and a treewidth O(1), such as a tree, an outerplanar graph, and
a series-parallel graph, can be embedded into an N -node d-dimensional
grid with an edge-congestion of O(Δ) for d ≥ 2.
I. INTRODUCTION
The graph embedding problem is to embed a guest graph into
a host graph with certain constraints and/or optimization criteria.
The problem has applications such as efficient parallel computation
and VLSI layout. The major criteria to measure the efficiency of an
embedding are dilation, node-congestion, and edge-congestion.
Graph embedding into grids has been extensively studied so far: An
N -node complete binary tree can be embedded into an (N +1)-node
2- or 3-dimensional grid with an edge-congestion at most 2 [1][2],
into an (N + 1)-node 4-dimensional grid with the edge-congestion
1 [1], and into an (N + O(
√
N))-node 2-dimensional grid with the
edge-congestion 1. Embedding into 2-dimensional grids in connection
with VLSI layout was investigated in, e.g., [3][4][5][6].
Separator-based graph embeddings on hypercubes were presented
in [7][8]. It was shown in [8] that an N -node graph with maximum
node degree Δ and a node-separator of a polylogarithmic size can
be embedded into a logN-dimensional cube with a dilation of
O(log Δ) and an edge-congestion of O(Δ3).
A quite general embedding based on the multicommodity flow
problem was presented in [9], which showed that an N -node bounded
degree graph G can be embedded into an N -node bounded degree
graph H with both dilation and edge-congestion of O( log N
α
), where
α is the flux of H . This implies that G can be embedded into an




Any permutation routing on a host graph can be applied to graph
embedding. Based on the permutation routing given in [10], we can
easily derive that an N -node, degree-Δ graph can be embedded




In this paper, we present a separator-based embedding into
optimally-sized grids. This is a generalization of the embedding into
2-dimensional grids presented in [11]. The following are our main
theorems:
Theorem 1: An N -node, degree-Δ graph with a β-node-separator
of size O(nα) (0 ≤ α < 1, 1
2
≤ β < 1) can be embedded into an
N -node d-dimensional grid (d ≥ 2) with a dilation of O(dN 1d ) and
an edge-congestion of O(Δ2 log∗ N) if α = 0 and d = 2, O(dΔ2 +
d2Δ) if 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 − 2
d
and d ≥ 3, O(dΔ2 log logN + d2Δ) if
1 − 2
d
< α < 1 − 1
d
, and O(dΔ2(Nα−1+ 1d + logN) + d2Δ) if
1− 1
d
≤ α < 1.
Theorem 2: An N -node, degree-Δ graph with a treewidth O(1)
can be embedded into an N -node d-dimensional grid (d ≥ 2) with
a dilation of O(dN 1d ) and an edge-congestion of O(d2Δ).
We can obtain the following corollaries from the theorems:
Corollary 3: An N -node, degree-Δ planar graph can be embedded
into an N -node d-dimensional grid with an edge-congestion of
O(Δ2 logN) if d = 2, O(Δ2 log logN) if d = 3, and O(Δ2)
if d ≥ 4.
Corollary 4: Any tree, outer planar graph, or series-parallel graph
with N nodes and maximum node degree Δ can be embedded into
an N -node d-dimensional grid with an edge-congestion of O(Δ) for
any d ≥ 2.
Any embedding has an edge-congestion at least Δ
2d
. Therefore, we
achieve an optimal edge-congestion within a constant factor if Δ and
d ≥ 3 are fixed, and α ≤ 1 − 2
d
, or if d and the treewidth of the
guest graph are fixed.
II. PRELIMINARIES
For a non-decreasing function f(n) = o(n), there exists a number
n0 ≥ 0 such that f(n) < n for any n > n0. Let nf be the minimum
integer of such n0. We define f∗(n) := min{c ≥ 0 | f (c)(n) ≤
nf + 1}, where f (0)(n) := n and f (c)(n) := f(f (c−1)(n)) for an
integer c ≥ 1.
We denote the set of integers {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} by [m].
For a d-dimensional vector v := (xi)i∈[d], let πj(v) := xj and
π¯j(v) := (xi)i∈[d]\{j} for j ∈ [d]. We use πj and π¯j also for a





positive integers l1, . . . , ld. The d-dimensional l1 × · · · × ld-grid,
denoted by M(li)i∈[d], is a graph with the node set
∏
i∈[d][li] and
edge set {(u, v) | ∃j ∈ [d] πj(u) = πj(v) ± 1, π¯j(u) = π¯j(v)}.
The aspect ratio of M(li)i∈[d] is maxi,j∈[d]{ ljli }. An edge (u, v) of
M(li)i∈[d] with πj(u) = πj(v)± 1 is called a dimension-j edge.
A routing request on a graph H is a pair of nodes, a source and
target, of H . A multiset of routing requests can be represented as
a routing graph R with the sources and targets joined by directed
edges. It should be noted that R may have parallel edges and loops.
In particular, if H is a d-dimensional grid, then we define that π¯j(R)
is a routing graph with the multiset of edges (π¯j(u), π¯j(v)) for every
(u, v) ∈ E(R), whereas π¯j(H) is simply a (d−1)-dimensional grid
induced by π¯j(V (H)). R is called a p-q routing graph, where p and
q are the maximum outdegree and indegree of R, respectively. A 1-1
routing is also called a permutation routing. We define a routing of
R as a mapping ρ that maps (u, v) ∈ E(R) onto a set of edges of
H inducing a path connecting u and v. We write ρ((u, v)) simply as
ρ(u, v). The dilation and edge-congestion of ρ are maxe∈E(R) |ρ(e)|
and maxe′∈E(H) |{e ∈ E(R) | e′ ∈ ρ(e)}|, respectively.
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An embedding of a graph G into a graph H is 〈φ, ρ〉 consisting
of a one-to-one mapping φ : V (G) → V (H) and a routing ρ of an
arbitrary orientation of the graph with node set φ(V (G)) and edge set
{(φ(u), φ(v)) | (u, v) ∈ E(G)}. The dilation and edge-congestion
of 〈φ, ρ〉 are those of ρ.
III. GRAPH SEPARATORS
The node- and edge-separators are defined as follows: Let 1
2
≤
β < 1 and s(n) be a non-decreasing function. A graph G has
a β-node(edge, resp.)-separator of size s(n) if we can separate G
recursively as follows:
(a) If |V (G)| = 1, then the separation is done.
(b) For each recursive separation of a subgraph H of G, H can be
partitioned by removing at most s(|V (H)|) nodes (edges, resp.)
into subgraphs H1 and H2 such that |V (Hi)| ≤ β|V (H)|+ 1
for i = 1, 2.
The author introduced in [11] another scale for edge-separators.
Let x(n) be a non-decreasing function. An edge-separator of G has
external size x(n) if for each recursive separation of a subgraph H of
G, the edge-separator partitions H into subgraphs H1 and H2 such
that at most x(|V (Hi)|) edges, called external edges, join V (Hi)
and V (G) \ V (Hi) for i = 1, 2. We will use the following results:
Theorem A: A planar graph has a 2
3
-node-separator of size O(n 12 )
[12].
Lemma B: A degree-Δ graph G with a β-node-separator of size
O(nα) (0 ≤ α < 1, 1
2
≤ β < 1) has a 1
2
-edge-separator of external
size O(Δ2 log n) if α = 0, O(Δ2nα) if 0 < α ≤ 1 [11].
Lemma C: A degree-Δ graph with a treewidth O(1) has a 5
6
-edge-
separator of external size O(Δ) [11].
IV. EMBEDDING ALGORITHM
A. Permutation Routing and Embedding
We present lemmas on routing and embedding on grids, which will
be used in our main algorithm. The following lemma can easily be
obtained from a well-known permutation routing algorithm presented
in [10], and hence, we omit the proof.
Lemma 1: Let R be a routing graph on M := M(li)i∈[d] with
lh := maxi∈[d]{li} (d ≥ 2). If π¯h(R) is a p-q routing graph on
π¯h(M), then R can be routed on M with an edge-congestion at
most 2 ·max{p, q}.
By definition, any routing of a routing graph R is also an embed-
ding of R. It is well-known that any undirected graph with degree Δ
has an orientation whose maximum indegree and outdegree are both
at most Δ
2
. Moreover, such an orientation can be decomposed into
Δ
2
 edge-disjoint 1-1 routing graphs by taking Δ
2
 matchings of
the bipartite graph of sources and targets. Thus, the following holds:
Lemma 2: If any 1-1 routing graph on a graph H can be routed
with an edge-congestion at most c, then any degree-Δ graph can be




The following is our core theorem:
Theorem 5: An N -node, degree-Δ graph with a β-edge-separator
( 1
2
≤ β < 1) of external size x(n) = Cnα (0 ≤ α < 1) can
be embedded into an N -node d-dimensional grid (d ≥ 2) with a
dilation of O(dN 1d ) and an edge-congestion of O(dCf∗(N)+d2Δ)
if f(n) = o(n), O(dC(Nα−1+
1





In fact we can obtain Theorem 1 by combining Lemma B and
Theorem 5, and Theorem 2 by Lemma C and Theorem 5. It is well-
known that any grid is a subgraph of a higher dimensional grid of the
same size. Therefore, by combining the fact and Theorems 1 and A,
we can obtain Corollary 3. Moreover, Corollary 4 can be obtained
by combining Theorem 2 and the fact that trees, outer planar graphs,
and series-parallel graphs have treewidth O(1) (e.g., see [13]).
We prove Theorem 5 by constructing a desired embedding algo-
rithm, called SBE.
Definition
Step 0—Input and Output: For M := M(li)i∈[d], k ∈ [d], and
an integer w ≥ 1, let W kM (w) := {v ∈ V (M) | 2 ≤ πk(v) <
w + 2 ≤ πj(v) < lj − w (j ∈ [d] \ {k})}. For {h, k} ⊆ [d], let
Sk,hM (w) := |π¯h(W kM (w))| = w
∏
i∈[d]\{h,k}(li−2w−2). It should
be noted that Sk,hM (w) = S
h,k
M (w) by definition and that it increases
as w grows up to mini∈[d]{li}
2d
. For a mapping φ : X → Y ⊆ V (M),
let λh(φ) := maxv∈π¯h(Y ) |{s ∈ X | π¯h(φ(s)) = v}|.
Algorithm SBE(G, X , M , F , k, w):
Input:
• An N -node guest graph G with a β-edge-separator of external
size x(n) = Cnα (0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 1
2
≤ β < 1).
• A multiset X of nodes of G incident to distinct external edges
of G, i.e., a node appears in X as many times as the number
of external edges incident to the node.







> 4, where e is base of the natural logarithm,
and a set F ⊆ {v ∈ V (M) | ∃i ∈ [d] πi(v) ∈ {1, li}} such
that |V (M)| − |F | = N . Let lmax := maxi∈[d]{li} and lmin :=
mini∈[d]{li}.








• An embedding 〈φ, ρ〉 of G into M such that φ(V (G))∩F = ∅.






• A routing σ of the routing graph with node set φ(X) ∪ ψ(X)
and edge set {(φ(u), ψ(u)) | u ∈ X}.
Initially, we arbitrarily choose F and k as desired and perform
SBE(G, ∅, M , F , k, w′), where w′ is  f1/d(N)




Step 1—Base Embedding: If f(n) = o(n) and N ≤ nf , or if
lh ≤ max{2μd, 2μ(μ+ 34 )}, then SBE constructs a base embedding
as follows, and quits.
1) If X = ∅, then let φ : V (G) → V (M) be an arbitrary 1-1
mapping. Otherwise, construct a 1-1 mapping φ : V (G) →
V (M) and a mapping ψ : X → W kM (w) which minimize
the maximum indegree and outdegree of π¯(R), where R is
the routing graph with node set φ(X) ∪ ψ(X) and edge set
{(φ(s), ψ(s)) | s ∈ X}.
2) Apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to obtain ρ.
3) If X = ∅, then apply Lemma 1 to obtain σ of R.
Step 2—Separation: Suppose that G is separated with its edge-
separator into two N1-node graph G1 and N2-node G2. SBE sepa-
rates M into two subgrids M1 := M(l1, . . . , lh−1,m1, . . . , ld) and
M2 := M(l1, . . . , lh−1,m2, . . . , ld), together with disjoint node sets
F1 and F2 so that lh = m1 +m2− 1, F1 ∪F2 = F ∪{v ∈ V (M) |
πh(v) = m1}, |V (Mi)| − |Fi| = Ni (i ∈ [2]).
Step 3—Resizing Channel:
1) If w > max{ lmin
2μd
, 1}, then let w˜ :=  f1/d(N)
4μ2−1/dd if f(n) =
o(n) and w˜ := max{ lmin
2μd
,1} if f(n) = Ω(n).
2) If w ≤ max{ lmin
2μd
, 1}, then let w˜ := w.
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Step 4—Recursive Embedding: Let Xj be the multiset of nodes
of Gj incident to distinct external edges of Gj for j ∈ [2]. SBE
translates the coordinate values of dimension h in the separated
subgrids so that a node v with πh(v) = i in M has πh(v) =
m1− i+1 in M1 if i ≤ m1, πh(v) = i−m1 +1 in M2 if i ≥ m1.
For each j ∈ {1, 2}, SBE performs the following procedure:
Case 1: mj ≥ lh′ for h′ ∈ [d] \ {h} with lh′ =
maxi∈[d]\{h}{li}. Call SBE(Gj , Xj , Mj , Fj , k, w˜). Let φj , ρj ,
ψj , and σj denote the output φ, ρ, ψ, and σ of the recursive call,
respectively. For consistency with the next case, we define ψ˜j := ψj
and σ˜j(ψj(s), ψ˜j(s)) := ∅ for s ∈ Xj .
Case 2: mj < lh′ .
1) Call SBE(Gj , Xj , Mj , Fj , h, w˜). Let φj , ρj , ψj , and σj denote
the output φ, ρ, ψ, and σ of the recursive call, respectively.












. If k = h′, then τj may be identical
with ψj by induction hypothesis.
3) For each s ∈ Xj , let ψ˜j(s) be the node v ∈ V (Mj) with
πk(v) = πh(τj(s)) and π¯k(v) = π¯k(τj(s)).
4) Let σ˜j be a routing from ψj(Xj) to ψ˜j(Xj) obtained by
concatenating a routing from ψj(Xj) to τj(Xj) on WhMj (w˜)
constructed by using Lemma 1 and the dimension-k edges
connecting τj(s) and ψ˜j(s) for s ∈ Xj .
Step 5—Routing Cut Edges and External Edges:






2) By using Lemma 1, construct a routing σ˜ of the routing graph
on W kM (w˜) with node set ψ˜1(X1) ∪ ψ˜2(X2) and edge set
{(ψ˜1(s1), ψ˜2(s2)) | s1 ∈ X1 \ X, s2 ∈ X2 \ X, (s1, s2) ∈
E(G)} ∪⋃j∈{1,2}{(ψ˜j(s), ψ˜(s)) | s ∈ Xj ∩X}.
3) For (s1, s2) ∈ E(G) with s1 ∈ X1 \ X and s2 ∈
X2 \X , let ρ(φ(s1), φ(s2)) := ⋃j∈{1,2}(σj(φ(sj), ψj(sj))∪
σ˜j(ψj(sj), ψ˜j(sj))) ∪ σ˜(ψ˜1(s1), ψ˜2(s2)).
Step 6—Recovering Channel:
Case 1: w˜ = w. Let ψ := ψ˜ and σ(φ(s), ψ(s)) :=
σj(φ(s), ψj(s))∪σ˜j(ψj(s), ψ˜j(s))∪σ˜(ψ˜j(s), ψ˜(s)) for s ∈ Xj∩X
(j ∈ {1, 2}).
Case 2: w˜ < w.
1) Let χ : X → W kM (w˜) ∩ W kM (w) such that λh(χ) =
 |X||π¯h(WkM (w˜)∩WkM (w))|.






3) By using Lemma 1 twice, construct a routing σˆ from ψ˜(X)
to χ(X) on W kM (w˜) and a routing σˇ from χ(X) to ψ(X) on
W kM (w).
4) Let σ(φ(s), ψ(s)) = σj(φ(s), ψj(s)) ∪ σ˜j(ψj(s), ψ˜j(s)) ∪
σ˜(ψ˜j(s), ψ˜(s))∪σˆ(ψ˜(s), χ(s))∪σˇ(χ(s), ψ(s)) for s ∈ Xj∩X
(j ∈ {1, 2}).
Correctness
It is clear that the base embedding yields a correct output, and
that the current procedure yields a correct output on the assumption
that the output of its child procedure is correct. We show here that
the aspect ratio of Mj (j ∈ {1, 2}) and the range of w˜ fulfill the
required conditions. These facts guarantee that a valid input is given
to the child procedure.
Lemma 3: For j ∈ {1, 2}, Mj has an aspect ratio at most μ, and
min{l1, . . . , lh−1,mj , . . . , ld} > 2d.
Proof: Assume without loss of generally that m1 ≤ m2.
Because M has an aspect ratio at most μ and lmin > 2d (for
otherwise, SBE entered the base step), it suffices to prove that
m1 > 2d and lhm1 ≤ μ. Because Nj = |Mj |− |Fj | for j ∈ {1, 2}, it
follows that (mj − 2)∏i∈[d]\{h}(li − 2) ≤ Nj ≤ mj
∏
i∈[d]\{h} li,








d−1mj < emj . We have by the inequalities that m2−2N2 <em1
N1
. Because N − N1 = N2 ≤ βN + 1, it follows that N1 ≥
(1 − β)N − 1 ≥ (1 − β)N2−1
β





follows that N ≥ ∏i∈[d](li−2) ≥ (2μd−2)(2d−2)d−1 ≥ 8μ−4,
which is larger than 7μ. Hence, it follows that N1 ≥ (1−β)N−1 >














)m1 > m1 + m2 − 2 = lh − 1 > 2μd − 1. Therefore, it






Lemma 4: For j ∈ {1, 2}, 1 ≤ w˜ ≤ max{min{l1, . . . , lh−1,
mj , . . . , ld}/(2d), 1}.







. Moreover, w˜ ≥ 1 by definition. Therefore, it suffices
to show that w˜ ≤ max{ lmin
2μd
, 1}. This is clear if f(n) = Ω(n).





d ≤ (∏i∈[d] li)
1
d ≤ (μd−1(lmin)d) 1d = μ1− 1d lmin, which yields
w˜ =  f1/d(N)
4μ2−1/dd ≤  l
min
4μd




Let E be the set of edges incident to two nodes of W kM (w), and
E˜ be the set of edges incident to at least one node of W kM (w˜).











} ≤ D(N) for w ≥ w˜. For an n-node guest






 over all feasible d-dimensional host grids H , {i, j} ⊆ [d],
and w˜.
Lemma 5: The routings ρ and σ impose an edge-congestion of
O(D(N)) on edges of E ∪ E˜ and O(D(Nj)) on edges incident to
two nodes of WhMj (w˜).
Proof: By the definition of SBE, it follows that λh′(ψj) =











 = D(N). Moreover, it follows that λh(ψ) ≤



























e. Therefore, the lemma holds by Lemma 1.
Lemma 6: If lmin > 2d, then D(N) is at most O(C) if α ≤ 1− 2
d
,
O(d) if 1− 2
d
< α < 1− 1
d
, and O(dCNα−1+ 1d ) if α ≥ 1− 1
d
.

















. Because w˜ ≤ w ≤ lmin
2d
, it follows that
∏




















The value w˜ is defined as  f1/d(N)






, 1} in the current procedure if w > max{ lmin
2μd
, 1}.
Otherwise, w˜ has been determined similarly in an ancestor procedure,
where the host graph and the shortest side length of the host grid are





4μ2−1/dd if f(n) = o(n), w˜ ≥ max{ l
min
2μd
, 1} otherwise. If
α ≤ 1− 2
d
, then the lemma holds by w˜ ≥ 1 and by Nα−1+ 2d ≤ 1.
If 1 − 2
d
< α < 1 − 1
d




If α ≥ 1 − 1
d
, then w˜ ≥ max{ lmin
2μd
, 1} ≥ lmin
4μd




d ≤ (∏i∈[d] li)
1
d ≤ μ1− 1d lmin.
Lemma 7: The edge-congestion B of the base embedding is at
most O(dΔ + C).
Proof: The edge-congestion of 〈φ, ρ〉 is at most 2Δ
2
lh by
Lemmas 1 and 2. If X = ∅, then the maximum outdegree p and
indegree q of π¯(R) overall nodes of φ(X) and φ(X ′), respectively,
satisfy p ≤ |X|∏






 ≤ D(N). Because X = ∅ only if the base embedding is
called by a parent procedure, lmin > 2d by Lemma 3. Therefore,
by Lemmas 1 and 6, we have B ≤ 2(Δ
2
lh + max{p, q}) =
O(lhΔ + D(N)), which is O(dΔ + C) because N
1
d ≤ lh = O(d)
and D(N) = O(dCNα−1+ 1d ) = O(Cd−d(1−α)+2) = O(C).
We now estimate the total congestion of an edge r of M . In what
follows, M1 := M, . . . ,Mz denote a maximal sequence of subgrids
of M containing r such that Mj+1 (1 ≤ j < z) is one of the
two subgrids into which Mj is separated in the jth recursive call of
SBE. I.e., we suppose that base embedding is performed in the zth
call. We divide the sequence of recursive calls into phases such that
each call setting w˜ < w in Step 3 begins a new phase. Let nj be
the number of nodes of the guest graph to be embedded into Mj .
Other symbols with an additional subscript, such as hj , kj , wj , Ej ,
and li,j (i ∈ [d]) denote the corresponding parameters in the jth
recursive call. We denote W kjMj (wj) and W
kj
Mj
(w˜j) by Wj and W˜j ,
respectively. Recall that w˜j = wj+1 for j ∈ [z − 1], and that if the
jth call does not begin a phase, then wj = w˜j , and hence, Wj = W˜j .
Lemma 8: Suppose that the ath and bth recursive calls are the
first calls of consecutive phases. If the jth recursive call (a ≤ j < b)
performs a recursive embedding into Mj+1 of Case 2 in Step 4, then
W˜c ∩Wy = ∅ for a ≤ c ≤ j < y ≤ b.
Proof: Wj+1 is a set of inner nodes of Mj , i.e., v ∈ Wj+1
has w˜j + 2 ≤ πi(v) < li,j − w˜j in Mj for i ∈ [d]. By w˜c = wj ,
inner nodes of Mj are also inner nodes in Mc. Moreover, since any
v ∈ W˜c has πkc(v) ≤ w˜c +1 in Mc, and since Wy is either a subset
of Wj+1 or a set of inner nodes of Mj+1, we have v ∈ Wy .
Lemma 9: Suppose that the ath and bth recursive calls are the first
calls of consecutive phases. The number Q of sets in E˜a, E˜a+1, . . . ,
E˜b−1, and Eb that contain r is at most (μ− 34 ) ln(2μ−1) = O(1).
Proof: By definition, if W˜c ∩ Wy = ∅ for a ≤ c < y ≤
b, then E˜c ∩ Ey = ∅. Thus, by Lemma 8, it suffices to estimate
the maximum number of consecutive recursive calls which have the
same h. It should be noted that the condition of Case 1 in Step 4
implies the same h between the consecutive recursive calls. Let h :=
hc = hc+1 = · · · = hj = hj+1. It follows from the proof of
Lemma 3 that for c ≤ i < j, lh,i+1 ≤ max{m1,i,m2,i} = lh,i −
min{m1,i,m2,i}+ 1 < lh,i − lh,i−1μ−1/4 + 1 = (1− 1μ−1/4 )lh,i + (1 +
1
μ−1/4 ), which yields lh,j < (1− 1μ−1/4 )j−c(lh,c−μ− 34 )+μ+ 34 .
Because lh,j ≥ lminc ≥ lh,cμ , we have lh,j < (1− 1μ−1/4 )j−c(μlh,j −
μ− 3
4
) + μ + 3
4
. Because lh,j ≥ lmina ≥ lh,aμ > 2(μ + 34 ), it follows













Lemma 10: The number P of phases is at most max{f∗(N), 1}
if f(n) = o(n), max{logβ−1 N, 1} otherwise.
Proof: Assume P ≥ 2. We first consider the case of f(n) =
Ω(n). Because ni ≤ βni−1 + 1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ z, it follows that
nz−1 ≤ βz−2(N − 11−β ) + 11−β < βz−2N + 11−β . Thus, we have
z < logβ−1 N−logβ−1{(nz−1− 11−β )β2}. Because nz−1 > lmaxz−1 >
2μd > 2μ, it follows that (nz−1 − 11−β )β2 > (2μ − 11−β )β2 >
μβ2 > 1. Therefore, P ≤ z < logβ−1 N .
We next consider the case of f(n) = o(n). Suppose that the ath






d lminb as shown in the proof of Lemma 6,







2μ2−1/dd . Moreover, because the




2μ2−1/dd . Therefore, f(na) > nb. By b < z, we have f
(P−1)(N) >
nz−1 ≥ nf + 1, which means P − 1 < f∗(N).
Lemma 11: The edge-congestion on r is at most O(dCf∗(N) +
d2Δ) if f(n) = o(n), O(dC(Nα−1+
1
d + logN)+ d2Δ) otherwise.
Proof: The edge r is congested in recursive calls and the base
embedding on Mz . Moreover, if r joins two nodes on the boundary
of Mz , then there can exist at most 2(d − 1) grids containing r on
which base embeddings are constructed. Thus, the edge-congestion
on r is at most
∑P
i=1 O(D(nai)) · Q + 2(d − 1)B by Lemma 5,
where ai is the number j maximizing D(nj) in the ith phase.
If f(n) = o(n), then the edge-congestion is at most O((d +
C)(f∗(N) + 1)+ d(dΔ+C)) = O(dCf∗(N) + d2Δ) by Lemmas
6, 7, 9, and 10. Assume f(n) = Ω(n). As shown in the proof of
Lemma 10, we have nj ≤ βj−1N+ 1β−1 for j ∈ [z]. Thus, it follows










d ) = O(dC(Nα−1+
1
d +
logN)). Therefore, by combining the inequality and Lemmas 7
and 9, the edge-congestion on r is at most O(dC(Nα−1+ 1d +
logN) + d(dΔ + C)) = O(dC(Nα−1+
1
d + logN) + d2Δ).












d ) = O(dN
1
d ). Therefore, we have obtained Theorem 5.
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